Celebrating Asian Heritage

Lesson One
History and Culture of
the Chinese Egg Roll
Xiaobing Li, Ph.D.
It’s no surprise that you can find frozen Chinese
egg rolls in nearly every supermarket freezer
section from Broken Bow to the panhandle. If
you ever wonder why Chinese restaurants serve
egg rolls as appetizers for lunch, dinner, dim
sum meals, and even wedding receptions, it’s
because they have been one of China’s favorite
comfort foods for more than 900 years, ever since the
Song Dynasty (960-1279). In about the 1840s, early
Chinese immigrants made and consumed egg rolls
along America’s west coast. In the 1890s, Willie Huang,
one of the first Chinese businessmen in the Oklahoma
City area, began making and selling egg rolls in his
grocery store, and one of the first Chinese cookbooks
published in 1917 provided a recipe for egg rolls. The
traditional recipe is simple: a crispy crust enclosing
ground beef and shredded vegetables. The first bite
gives an enjoyable crunchiness, especially with sweet
and sour sauce or duck sauce.
As Chinese immigrants themselves, egg rolls eventually
became “Americanized” through cultural assimilation
beginning in the 1920s. In 1925 two Chinatown chefs in
New York City claimed to be inventors of the Americanstyle egg roll. In 1938, one of them published a cookbook,
Cook at Home in Chinese, emphasizing the differences
between the original Chinese roll (Danjuan or Tan Guen)
and the American egg roll. The latter’s skin is thicker so
its thick crusts will stay crispy for hours on the steam
table and retain their shape in the refrigerator or the
freezer. The dough includes water chestnut flour to
soften the skin, and it does not bur as easily or quickly
as wheat four. The American version also has more meat,
sometimes including roast pork, ground chicken, and
popular seafood, such as shrimp. Thereafter, egg roll
cooking and serving became more or less standardized.
Recently, however, some creative chefs have begun
developing varieties of egg rolls such as Mexican egg rolls,
Southwestern egg rolls, Mandarin egg rolls,
and even a cookie egg roll (a popular
dessert
in
some
restaurants).
Although it now seems part of
the American culture and
comes in many variations, to
me it’s still a Chinese egg roll!
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